
Looping MPEG player / $255

The 5367 by itself can be set up as a simple loop-
ing player. You can loop a single video or play mul-
tiple fi les in order and loop back to the fi rst video 
automatically. In the compact fl ash card screen shot 
examples to the right you can see the ease of set-
ting up your player to loop a single video or multiple 
videos.

If you have 1 video you wish to loop over and over 
all you need to do is label the fi le 000.mpeg (or avi, 
divx, etc..). Next, dip switch #1 will need to be set to 
“on”.

If you have 2 or more videos you would like to be 
played in order, then repeat, you simply label them 
001.mpeg, 002.mpeg, 003.mpeg... and so on. Next, 
the dip switch #1 will need to be set to “off ”.

Once your compact fl ash card is loaded and labeled 
correctly, all you have to do is slide the card in the 
player and plug it in.

5367 Confi guration Options

Example 1 - Single looping video

Example 2 - Multiple looping videos

Interactive MPEG player with 5374 control 
board / $255 + $65

If you wish to connect 1 to 8 motion sensors and/or 
mechanical buttons to your MPEG player you can 
add the 5374 control board. This board is sold sepa-
rately (as shown) or we can instal it in the player for 
you (see below). The 5374 connects to the MPEG 
player with a standard 4 pin phone cord (included). 
On one side of the board are small push buttons (as 
shown). The other side has 9 screw terminals allow-
ing you to connect up to 8 switches. These can be 
connected to mechanical buttons and/or a motion 
sensors.

In example 3, video 000.mpeg would play and loop 
while waiting for interaction. If a motion sensor was 
connected to switch 1, when motion is detected, 
video 001.mpeg would play and then go back to 
000.mpeg. If a mechanical button was connected to 
switch 2, then when it was pressed 002.mpeg would 
play once, then go back to 000.mpg.

Example 3 - “Menu” video with interaction

Interactive MPEG player with built in 5374 control board,
harness and optional buttons / $255 + $120

If you don’t want to hassle with the external board and making your own 
harness we can instal the board into the MPEG player and make you a 
custom harness. We add a din jack on the side of the player (as shown in 
the 1st picture to the right). We also pre connect the phone cord into the 
player (as shown in the second photo). The harness shown is just a sample. 
We can make it any length and with up to 5 buttons (includes power for 
the lights). We also carry optional buttons in various sizes and colors. We 
can also add text to the buttons.

Optional buttons / $12.50 each (any size) + $4.50 each for text


